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FIRMLY PLANTED STUDY
As moms, we make big and little choices every day that ripple into forever. Under the
premise that the work of being a mom is eternal in nature, author Emily Taylor spent
two years interviewing women at various stages in their parenting journeys regarding
their perspectives on mom life. Themes surfaced. Challenges that seemed nearly
universal in nature inspired the study that flowed from these pages.

Written to encourage, equip and inspire moms who hope to stand with feet firmly
planted in truth -- despite storms that rush in and winds that blow. With an



introduction and five additional weeks of content, each week offers five days of study
as an opportunity to examine a specific challenge to mom life, consider what is true,
and write a custom strategy at it's closing. The material is written so that you might
work through it on your own, or grab some friends and discuss it each week.

Week 1: Introduction
Week 2: Identity
Week 3: Control / Worry
Week 4: Nurtured to Nurture
Week 5: Pace and Purpose
Week 6: Find Your People

It is true that in this life worthy investments will face challenges, but it is also true that
we have been provided all we need to stand with feet firmly planted and grow into
the woman God made us to be, and do what He calls us to do.

Buy Now on Amazon

What People Are Saying
“The study is not intimidating but opens the door for meaningful, life-changing

discussion.”

- Amazon review

What People Are Saying
“I also liked that the study held appeal for moms regardless of the age of her
children. My children are all grown, yet each lesson held valuable lessons for

me that I could identify with. A lot of the other moms in my discussion group had
young children, but we all felt like God spoke to us in each week’s lesson.”

https://www.amazon.com/Firmly-Planted-Facing-Challenges-Life/dp/1737283603/ref=sr_1_4?crid=1R1ZPA78COWHV&keywords=firmly+planted+family+bible+study&qid=1639112789&sprefix=firmly+planted+%2Caps%2C186&sr=8-4


- Amazon review

What People Are Saying
“The study specifically addressed challenges I face on a routine basis. The study

was deeply rooted in scripture & truth. I think every mom (or woman for that
matter), has something to learn/gain from this study.”

- Amazon review

What People Are Saying
“Main takeaway- you can actually apply what you learn from this book.”

- Amazon review

What People Are Saying
“This study has 2 big things going for it: 1) The questions provoke thought and

probe one’s heart, and 2) The amount of time required to complete each lesson
is under 30 minutes—so manageable.”

- Amazon review
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